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JURY VERDICT MICHAEL FOUNDATION V.
URANTIA FOUNDATION

On June 20, 2001, an Oklahoma jury returned
a verdict against URANTIA Foundation in the
copyright case of Michael Foundation v.
URANTIA Foundation. This case concerns

Harry McMullan IIIs publication of Jesus: A New Revelation (JANR), comprising papers 121196 from The URANTIA Book. URANTIA Foundation has filed an appeal of the verdict with
the United States Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals.
We remain hopeful the appellate
We realize that the jurys decision is a disapcourt will follow the lead of the
pointment for supporters of the copyright, but bear in
earlier favorable appeal.
mind that experienced appellate judges in a previous
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copyright case (June 1997) evaluated the circumstances surrounding The URANTIA Book and found URANTIA Foundations United States copyright to be valid. We remain hopeful the appellate court will follow the lead of the earlier favorable appeal. We expect a final ruling from the Court of Appeals within the next 12 to 18 months.
No matter what the final outcome may be, we will continue to carry out the duties entrusted to URANTIA Foundation by the Declaration of Trust and will continue to publish, translate, and preserve the inviolate text of The URANTIA Book.
We are grateful for the prayers and words of encouragement from readers and invite you
to join us in the continuing effort to disseminate The URANTIA Book and its teachings throughout the world.
Reports and transcripts of the trial are available for those who may be interested. Please
feel free to contact us.
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or: 1-888-URANTIA
Fax: +1-773-525-7739
http://www.urantia.org
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It is in a time of trial and tribulation that we are
mailing this message to our many friends and
supporters around the world.
By
Although terror and war may dominate what
Richard
we see and hear in the press, radio, and TV, we
Keeler
who study The URANTIA Book must ever maintain
an unwavering courage, faith, hope, and love for God and humankind. And we must be of good
cheer. Let us remember that what makes HEADLINES is on the front page, but what makes
HISTORY is often on the back pageor not in the newspaper at all.
I feel a certitude of soul that we who publish, translate, protect, study, and disseminate
The URANTIA Book are making history on this war-weary planet. Said Jesus, And no matter
what blunders your fellow men make in their world management of today, in an age to come the

FROM THE PRESIDENT

gospel which I declare to you will rule this very world. The ultimate goal of human progress is
the reverent recognition of the fatherhood of God and the loving materialization of the brotherhood of man. (The URANTIA Book, p. 1608)
Our valiant and growing worldwide circles of URANTIA Book readers abide in the timeless surety that peace will one day prevail, and that God will go through every storm and tempest with us and within us. For in God we live and move and have our very being.
Thus reinvigorated by a higher comprehension of the transcendent task which God has set
before us, let us turn now to other issues of the day with which we must engage.

v v v
In June, a jury in Oklahoma City declared the U.S. copyright renewal in The URANTIA
Book was invalid. It is our opinion that this decision is flawed and based on a misunderstanding
of the facts and the law. This matter of URANTIA Foundations copyright in The URANTIA
Book is far from over. We shall keep you informed on the progress of this case.
The historian Arnold Toynbee declared that all of huThe Trustees and staff of URANTIA
man endeavor consists of two processes: challenge and reFoundation have repeatedly suffered
sponse. He believed that individuals, organizations, and
setbacks in the past but have gone on
nations rise to their greatest heights of achievement, not
to subsequent victory in their
when life is easy, but in the face of difficulties and when
endeavors to publish, translate, and
responding to mighty challenges.
protect the text of The URANTIA Book
This is just such an hour of challenge to many readagainst the distortions and
ers of The URANTIA Book. Let us rise to our greatest
machinations of even well-intentioned
heights of faith, hope, and love in response to it.
men and women who would split up or
Consider the following: URANTIA Foundation was
revise the fifth epochal revelation.
commissioned to perpetually preserve inviolate the text of
The URANTIA Book. Suppose that a student visitor to our
planet asked us, By what means does one on Urantia preserve a written text inviolate? You
could probably talk to every publishing expert on earth but would receive the same answer,
Copyright.
International copyright law has been effectively utilized by URANTIA Foundation since
1955 in the fulfillment of its commission to publish, translate, and protect the fifth epochal revelation. Is this a difficult mandate? Of course! But let us rise to our greatest heights in response to this challenge.
We read on page 1192 that our indwelling spirit of the Father is concerned in making our
lives reasonably difficult and rugged, so that decisions will be stimulated and multiplied, and
on page 1521 that Jesus chose a path that was natural, ordinary, difficult, and trying.
On page 1705, we read this amazing statement: In less than one months time the enthusiastic and open followers of Jesus, who numbered more than fifty thousand in Galilee alone,
shrank to less than five hundred. Jesus lost 99% of his open and enthusiastic followers in just

Do you not realize that the hope of a better nationor a better worldis bound up in
the progress and enlightenment of the individual?
[The URANTIA Book, page 1630, par. 4]
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one month! But his cause eventually culminated in a valiant victory of spirit, and the world has
not forgotten it.
Many times in human history a nation has lost a battle and has gone on to win the war.
The Trustees and staff of URANTIA Foundation have repeatedly suffered setbacks in the past
but have gone on to subsequent victory in their endeavors to publish, translate, and protect the
text of The URANTIA Book against the distortions and machinations of even well-intentioned
men and women who would split up or revise the fifth epochal revelation.
URANTIA Foundation will continue to use the registered marks to identify the original
text of The URANTIA Book for generations yet unborn. Since 1950, the URANTIA Foundation
has been the organization that has faithfully registered, typeset, proofread, printed, translated,
and promulgated the fifth epochal revelation to humankind.
We are all deeply indebted to the men and women who have gone before us as Trustees,
staff, and guardians of this great revelation. Let us never forget what they have done for us.
Truly they have given their lives, their fortunes, and their sacred honor to this cause.
Let us all in turn give to URANTIA Foundation our moral support, our spiritual support,
and our financial support in order that we may work together to bring a spiritual renaissance
upon this planet.

The recent jury verdict on the copyright in The
URANTIA Book applies only to the United States renewal copyright in the English text of The URANTIA Book. URANTIA Foundation will continue to display copyright notices in the English books in order to preserve its international
copyrights. In addition, all of the translations have separate copyrights that remain valid in the
United States and throughout the world.
The Trustees and staff will continue to do everything within their power to ensure the dissemination of the inviolate text. We will persist in our efforts to publish The URANTIA Book
and quality translations and to expand distribution channels throughout the world, using the
trademarks to identify URANTIA Foundations authentic publications and services.

COPYRIGHT STATUS

In a quick response to the recent court decision, the
Fellowship, a fraternal organization, recently voted to print
VOTES TO
their own version of The URANTIA Book, which they
BECOMES A
claim will be a significant improvement over all
PUBLISHER
currently available printings.
Historically a social group, this organization pursued
a similar path of competitive publishing in 1996 following a previous copyright infringement
lawsuit. In that court case, the Fellowship supported efforts to nullify the copyright in The
URANTIA Book. The district court ruled against URANTIA Foundation, but the appellate court
subsequently overturned the ruling in 1997. The Fellowship was obligated to withdraw its book
from the market.
Based on past experience, we had hoped that other would-be publishers would await the
decision of the appellate court before acting.

THE FELLOWSHIP
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We all dream of a better world. This better world is described
in The URANTIA Book as one where people let the kingdom
Why Translate?
of God rule in their hearts. It is a world where love and mutual respect are the reality, where the unselfish desire to serve motivates peoples actions. The
URANTIA Book sets the stage for this dream to come true.
Today many human beings around the world are living in spiritual hunger. And we, who
have come to know these teachings in their various languages, are given a special opportunity
to guide our fellows into the light shed by this new knowledgefirst, through our personal and
loving contact with them, second, through sharing the teachings of The URANTIA Book, and
third, through offering the complete URANTIA Book in their native tongue.
Through its Declaration of Trust, URANTIA Foundation has the obligation to preserve inviolate the text and to translate it into other languages. This obligation is based on the mandates
given by the revelators and read to the Forum in 1951:

TRANSLATIONS

We must learn to possess our souls in patience. We are in association with a revelation
of truth which is a part of the natural evolution of religion on this world. Over-rapid
growth would be suicidal. The Book is being given to those who are ready for it long
before its worldwide mission. In the meantime thouWe all dream of a better world. This
sands of study groups must be brought into existence,
better world is described in The
and the book must be translated into many tongues.
URANTIA Book as one where people let
Thus will the Book be in readiness to comfort and enthe kingdom of God rule in their hearts.
lighten the peoples of the world when the battle for
It is a world where love and mutual
mans liberty is finally won and the world is once more
respect are the reality, where the
made safe for the religion of Jesus and the freedom of
unselfish desire to serve motivates
mankind.
peoples actions. The URANTIA Book sets
In 1955, when The URANTIA Book was first pubthe stage for this dream to come true.
lished, only 8% of the inhabitants of this planetonly
those who speak Englishcould potentially benefit from its teachings. Today, with six translations available, over 22% of the population has access to these teachings.
URANTIA Foundation is currently sponsoring sixteen translation projects. When they are
completed, nearly one-half of the worlds population will be exposed to the teachings of The
URANTIA Book in their native tongues.

Available Translations
1962. The French translation, La Cosmogonie d'URANTIA, was published. A revision of
the work, Le Livre dURANTIA, was published in 1994. Since 1962, about 65,000 copies of Le
Livre have been distributed.
1993. Two translations were published on the same June day in 1993: URANTIA-kirja, the
Finnish translation, and El libro de URANTIA, the Spanish printing. Some 5,700 copies of the
Finnish book have been sold and distributed by now, out of a printing of 8,000. As concerns El
libro, 10,000 hard cover and 65,000 soft cover copies have been printed and 62,000 have been
distributed throughout the American continents, Europe and Africa.
1997. This year again two new translations were printed and published, the Russian and
the Dutch. The first printing of 5,000 copies of the Russian has been distributed and a second,
revised edition was published in early 2001. The first printing of the Dutch was 5,000 copies.
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2000. The Korean translation was published in January 2000. The Korean work is a significant
accomplishment considering that it is the first translation into a non-European language.

Ongoing Translation Projects
Some 70 devoted translators and students of the revelation are currently working on various translations. They are also busy translating URANTIAN News, the Journal, website texts,
and other Foundation and International URANTIA Association (IUA) literature.
The ongoing translation projects include the following:
ItalianOur Italian translation has been in the making since the late 1980s. The work is
in its last round of revisions, editing, and refinement.
GermanA translation effort has been underway since 1988. The first draft was completed in December 2000. Editing of the work has been ongoing.
ArabicAn Arabic translation effort came into existence in late 1992 through the efforts
of one individual living in Canada. He handed his preliminary first draft over to URANTIA
Foundation in October 1997. A revision of the work has been in progress since then.
SwedishThe translation into Swedish has been ongoing in Finland since 1993. The entire book has been translated and edited a number of times, which is not unusual. Work was
temporarily interrupted with the demise of the editor in May 2001.
EstonianThe Estonian project was initiated on Jesus 2000th birthday, 21 August 1994. The
translation has been edited and revised a number of times. The last refining effort is underway.
LithuanianThe Lithuanian translation has been edited a number of times and a final editing is in progress.
PortugueseLaunched in 1995 in Brazil, the Portuguese translation project has reached
the completion of the first draft. Concurrently with
their translating the first draft, the team has also
been editing and revising the work, and final revisions and refinements are in progress.
RumanianThe Rumanian translation, which
is done partly in the United States and partly in Romania, was commenced in 1997. The team expects
the first draft of the book to be completed by the end
of year 2001.
PolishA translator team has been working in
Australia on a Polish rendering since June 1998. About
two-thirds of the book exist at the first draft level and
the editing and refinement of the work has begun.
IndonesianThe Indonesian translation project
was formalized in the summer of 1999. Some fifty
Papers of the Indonesian undertaking currently exist
at the first draft stage.
FarsiWork on a Farsi (Persian) translation
was begun in April 2000. The team, which works in
the United States and in Iran, has translated some
twenty Papers into Farsi, and the same Papers have
already undergone one round of editing.
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GreekA Greek translator team was authorized to start the Greek translation project in
early July 2000, and already in May 2001 the first draft of the entire Greek translation was completed. Revision and refinement of the Greek work is in progress.
JapaneseOur Japanese project is in its initial stages. The first Papers have been translated and the work progresses. Translating into Japanese is particularly difficult and time consuming because of the Japanese writing system.
ChineseOur Chinese project is also in its very first stages. A Chinese translator team
has been formed and is working in China. Due to the difficulties involved, a Chinese project
will require a considerably long span of time to accomplish.
BulgarianA team that will translate The URANTIA Book into the Bulgarian language
has been formed only recently.

In the Waiting
Judging by the number of received inquiries, we will likely have projects for the
Hungarian, Hindi, and Ukrainian languages in the near future.
Some of the above translation projects are funded by individuals and by national and local
associations of the IUA. One local association in the United States has adopted the Chinese
translation as a project they wish to sponsor.
Whether you act as an individual or as an organization, URANTIA Foundation invites you
to Adopt-a-Translation. This does not mean that you would be expected to fund the project all
alone. What it does mean is that you personally or your organization would be contributing financially towards a project of your choice.
If you choose to adopt a translation and become its sponsor, please contact your nearest
URANTIA Foundation office.

URANTIA BOOK
INTERNET
SCHOOL (UBIS)

We are pleased to announce that The URANTIA Book
Internet School (UBIS) for Spanish-speaking readers is now
functioning on the Foundation website. For information, go to
the Spanish language page of the Foundation website

(www.urantia.org) and click on Escuela de El libro de URANTIA en Internet.
The UBIS-English version fall semester is underway with four courses fully enrolled.
Registration for the Winter Semester begins on January 2, 2002, and courses will begin on
January 21. Plans are underway to establish a UBIS-French version in the near future. This
will be the fourth language added to the UBIS outreach already occurring in Finnish, Spanish,
and English.

A Service Opportunity
The UBIS needs Teacher/Facilitators to help with the growing number of students enrolling each semester. Those with an interest in this unique kind of service opportunity, please let
us know. More information is available on the URANTIA Foundation website or by contacting
your nearest Foundation office.

LIBRARY
PLACEMENT

Since 1955, URANTIA Foundation has donated copies of The
URANTIA Book to libraries. Within the first few weeks of publica-
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tion, the Foundation sent a copy of the book to major National Libraries around the world.
Over the years, readers have been encouraged to assist in this program and it has become an
increasingly popular avenue of service. Literally thousands of books have been donated as a
result of this program.
Individuals and groups of readers have embarked on special projects targeting libraries in
specific regions. By taking an organized and methodical approach, they have succeeded in covering hundreds of libraries in short spans of time. To name a few:
Prisons in the USAIn 1998 readers in the Northwest URANTIA Association initiated a
prison library placement program by encouraging readers to donate $5 per prison to have a
URANTIA Book shipped to a prison library. Hundreds of prison libraries throughout the United
States received a copy of The URANTIA Book within a period of two years thanks to the persistent efforts of readers.
TexasIn Texas, a reader worked with URANTIA Foundation over several years and covered hundreds of libraries around the state with both English and Spanish editions of The
URANTIA Book.
India and AsiaURANTIA Foundations Field Representative has been placing books in
libraries throughout India and Asia for several years. In India alone, he has placed over 3,000
books. During 2000 and 2001 he traveled to Burma, China,
India, Indonesia, Israel, Malaysia, Singapore, South Korea,
Over the years, readers have been
Sri Lanka, and Thailand, placing books in Christian colencouraged to assist in this program and
lege libraries, university libraries, and public libraries.
it has become an increasingly popular
avenue of service. Literally thousands of
Foundation RepresentativesFoundation Representabooks have been donated as a result of
tives are volunteers who work with URANTIA Foundation
this program.
to help seed the revelation in their countries. Library placement programs are an important aspect of their work.
URANTIA Foundation furnishes them with books for this
purpose. In countries where there is no translation yet available in the native language, public and
university libraries are sought that have large English-language collections, or sections that have
books in foreign languages in which The URANTIA Book has been translated. Representatives
are active in Argentina, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Colombia, Ecuador, Estonia, Greece, Indonesia, South Korea, Lithuania, Mexico, Norway, Poland, Russia, Senegal, Spain, and Uruguay.
Australia and New ZealandIn Australia, readers first organized a national project in the
mid-1980s where approximately 400 books were placed in major public libraries across the
nation. A survey of readers was taken at a conference some years later and over half said they
had found The URANTIA Book in their local library. Shortly thereafter, readers in New Zealand
followed suit and placed books in their major libraries. The Australia and New Zealand
URANTIA Association (ANZURA) continues to monitor the libraries and coordinate with readers to insure ongoing coverage.
Great BritainReaders in Britain coordinated a Library Placement Project and delivered
books to over 200 of the major libraries throughout the United Kingdom and Ireland.
FranceTen years ago, the association of URANTIA Book readers in France organized a
Library Placement Program in which about 120 books were placed by readers in libraries.
AfricaURANTIA Foundation has provided books to readers who have been travelling
throughout the African countries over the last few years for library placement.

v v v
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Initially, mostly returned or damaged books were used for these donations. However, as
this program gathered momentum over the years it has become necessary to draw from new
stocks of books which taxes the Foundations resources considerably. Nevertheless, because
this method has proved to be successful in bringing The URANTIA Book to hungry souls, the
Foundation intends to continue with this program and hopes that readers and reader groups will
continue to support and assist it.
This work can only continue with the assistance of volunteers and donations for the placement of books. URANTIA Foundation exists because of your generosity. We are eternally
grateful for the tireless efforts of those dedicated readers who labor for this cause.

BOOKFAIR UPDATE

LondonApril 1-4. URANTIA Foundations Marketing Representative for distribution teamed up with our

office staff in Great Britain. Together they organized a URANTIA Book display booth at the London International Book Fair and they are working on a fresh approach to the British book market.
ArgentinaApril 16-May 7. The Foundation Representative in Argentina displayed El
libro de URANTIA at the Buenos Aires Book Fair at the booth of a major distributor of El libro
de URANTIA in South America.
PolandMay 16-20. Once again, the Foundation Marketing Representative joined volunteers,
this time in Poland, manning a display booth at the Warsaw International Book Fair. Significant interest was shown in the book and many seeds were sown in preparation for the Polish translation.
South KoreaJune 1-6. URANTIA Foundation displayed the Korean translation of The
URANTIA Book at the Seoul International Book Fair. The booth was organized by Korean readers under the leadership of the Foundation Representative for South Korea.
RussiaSeptember 4-10. The manager of the Foundations St. Petersburg office, with the
help of volunteers, organized a booth at the International Book Fair in Moscow to display and
promote the Russian translation of The URANTIA Book. The second printing of the Russian
translation was funded by generous contributions from worldwide readers and an anonymous
matching donor.
IndiaJanuary 29-February 4. The Foundation displayed The URANTIA Book once
again at the biennial International Book Fair in New Delhi. Staff and reader volunteers followed up on contacts made at the previous Book Fairs and continued to find inroads into the
enormous English-speaking market in this nation.
QuébecVolunteer staff of the Québec URANTIA Foundation branch office have participated in three book fairs this year: one in February in Sept-Iles, a town in the north of the province of Québec, another in the city of Hull, and one in Québec City.

International UR ANTIA Association Conference 2002
Paris, 37 August 2002The next international conference of IUA will be held near Paris, France 37 August
URANTIA
2002. This will be the second IUA conference held outASSOCIATION (IUA)
side of the United States. It will take place at the comfortable Holiday Center, Le Normont, situated amid a green landscape and located in close

NEWS FROM
INTERNATIONAL
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proximity to Dourdan, a charming small medieval village 30 miles (55 km) south of Paris. It is
the hope of the conference organizers that this will be the best conference yet.
With eight (8) national and thirty-three (33) local associations throughout the world, the
IUA anticipates that this conference will be an exciting event. The organizer is LAssociation
Francophone des Lecteurs du Livre dURANTIA (AFLLU). The languages of the conference
are French and English, yet presentations will be made and workshops held in other languages
as well, with translation available in several languages. Every effort is made to provide for full
participation by members from all over the world.
The theme will be: Living the Ascension Plan in Terrestrial Human Experience. Each of
the three days will be dedicated to the study of one planthe Plan of the Father, the Plan of the
Son, and the Plan of the Spirit.
Information relating to the IUA Conference 2002 can be found online at www.iua2002.com or
by contacting the Association Francophone des Lecteurs du Livre dURANTIA (AFLLU): 48, rue
Douy Delcupe  93110 Montreuil sous Bois  FRANCE  Tel: +33 (1) 5693 3510  Fax: +33 (1)
5693 3511  E-mail: info@iua2002.com or afllu@urantia.fr

Spain
Asociación UR ANTIA de EspañaThe newest IUA, Asociación URANTIA de España,
was licensed on 16 September 2001 in Seville, Spain with twenty new members in attendance.
Representing IUA at the chartering was Chairman of the IUA Council of National Presidents
and Vice-Presidents, Seppo Kanerva, and representing URANTIA Foundation was Trustee
Georges Michelson-Dupont.
We welcome these new members to the IUA family and wish them success in the dissemination of the teachings of The URANTIA Book.

Colombia
First Colombian National ConferenceThe first conference of the URANTIA Association of Colombia, Primer Congreso Colombiano de Lectores de El libro de URANTIA, was
held 18  20 August. One hundred thirty readers attended the conference held at a beautiful
conference center atop a green mountain overlooking the bustling city of Bogotá.
URANTIA Foundation Trustee Richard Keeler, IUA Administrator Cathy Jones, and staff
member Bob Solone from the United States attended. The conference theme was Travesía
Hacia el Paraíso (Journey Towards Paradise). Fifteen speakers presented well-researched and
well-prepared, URANTIA Book-related material
using slides and charts. Talented musicians performed both popular and traditional Colombian
music. URANTIA Foundation congratulates our
Colombian friends on a successful conference.
New Local Association in ColombiaA final highlight of the Bogotá Conference was the
licensing of Asociación URANTIA San José Eje
Cafetero, South Americas newest local association. San José is located just outside Bogotá.
Many of the leading citizens of this town, including the mayor, are readers of El libro de
URANTIA.
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St. Mary's College, Leavenworth,
Kansas  Founded in 1859

This new group from San José has been reading El libro de URANTIA since 1996 and meet for
study daily. Their dedication and joy in living these advanced principles is indeed an inspiration.
URANTIA Foundation welcomes our Colombian friends to International URANTIA Association.

Senegal
New National Association of IUA in SenegalThe newest National Association of IUA:
Senegalese Association for the Research, Study, and Formation of Progressive Spirituality
(ASREFLU) was formed on 25 February 2001 in Dakar, Senegal, West Africa. Eighty-six members have joined this new association. Trustee Georges Michelson-Dupont represented IUA and
URANTIA Foundation at the inauguration.
The President of this new association, Moussa Ndiaye, a Moslem, has succeeded in introducing the teachings of The URANTIA Book to over 800 people. Many may remember the
inspiring report a couple of years ago of Moussa who trained many of his fellow countrymen
with only one URANTIA Book. His training methods stem from the principles of understanding
the man inside first before taking him to higher aspirations of enlightened truth. Without offending his Moslem students with teachings about Jesus, and as the students opened themselves
up to the Spirit of Truth, Moussa would slowly unfold the teachings contained in The URANTIA
Book. Gradually, as the students understood this life-changing knowledge in sequence, they
began to rejoice in accepting the teachings of the book.
We welcome our Senegalese brothers and sisters to the International URANTIA Association.

Québec
Québec ConferenceThe Québec URANTIA Association held a Conference on the theme Living His Faith at
Lennoxville, from 10  13 August 2001. Moussa Ndiaye
from Senegal was a guest-speaker. Trustee George
Michelson-Dupont and his wife Marlène were accompanied
at the conference by the President of Association
Francophone des Lecteurs du Livre dURANTIA, Séverin
Desbuisson. Matt Viglione and Jay Peregrine from the Chicago office also attended the conference and met with Foundation staff and readers throughout Québec.
Gaétan Charland, President of
the Québec URANTIA
Association, leads conference
attendees in prayer.

United States
USUA National ConferenceOn 19  23 July the United States URANTIA Association
held its national conference at Saint Mary College in Leavenworth, Kansas. Among the 108
attendees were readers from throughout the U.S., three from other countries, and many young
readers who participated as part of their summer tour (see related article on next page). The
program focused on preparing as teachers and leaders for our community and offered educational programs, workshops, music, and social activities.

Argentina/Bolivia/Chile
Conference of Readers from the Southern Cone URANTIA AssociationThe Southern Cone
URANTIA Association invites all to a conference of readers from 23  25 November 2001 in
Santiago, Chile. The theme of this conference will relate to the concepts of Truth, Beauty, and
Goodness.
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The venue for the conference is in Malloco, some 40 km southwest of Santiago, in a spiritual retreat center called Casa de Retiro San José. Conference attendees shall meet on the
23rd at 6:00 p.m., have dinner together, and continue for the next two days.
For more information, please send an e-mail to: nadineloubet@yahoo.fr or
andrea_enriqueta@entelchile.net

IUA  Would you like to become a Member?
The International URANTIA Association works in a complementary capacity with
URANTIA Foundation, the publisher of The URANTIA Book. Its purpose is to foster the indepth study of The URANTIA Book and the orderly dissemination of its teachings. It is a reader
membership, task-oriented, social and service organization, and is designed to assist
URANTIA Foundation in achieving its objectives as stated in The Declaration of Trust Creating
URANTIA Foundation. IUA provides interactive learning environments in which participants
may deepen their knowledge of The URANTIA Book, increase their teaching and leadership
skills, and enjoy fellowship with other readers.
For further information about IUA, visit its website: www.urantia.org/iua; or phone the
IUA office at +1-773-935-8210, fax: +1-773-935-8211; or write to International URANTIA
Association, 533 Diversey Parkway, Chicago, IL 60614, USA. You may also call 1-800URANTIA (800-872-6842).

The UBYouth Tour consisted of a string of
events that were attended by a group of mostly
young-adult readers. The tour involved carpooling thousands of miles throughout the United
States and Canada, meeting with other readers and reader groups along the way. The main
events of the tour were the URANTIA Camp at a Rainbow Gathering in Idaho, a United
States URANTIA Association (USUA) national conference in Leavenworth, Kansas, and two
young reader meetings, one in Chicago where they stayed at 533 W. Diversey Parkway,
URANTIA Foundation headquarters, and one at a retreat center in Ontario, Canada.
The young readers are planning a similar
tour for next summer, and according to glowing reports about the success of this summers
experience, the upcoming tour will build upon
the family feeling that developed, and the lifechanging experiences that took place this summer. Plans are to start in the western United
States, then New York, and on to France for
the 2002 IUA International Conference, 3  7
August. From there, they will continue their
trip through Europe for the rest of August.
Photos from the tour, as well as other information about the worldwide group of young
readers, can be found at www.ubyouth.org

UBYOUTH TOUR 2001
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Young readers and Bert Cobb (rear)
participate in a skit about their travels at the
USUA Conference.

Staff member Robert Solone has assumed a new position as Research and Communications Coordinator for
URANTIA Foundation. Roberts work at the Reader
Services Spanish Desk will be assigned to Victor Garcia Bory.
Victor is a native of México and for the last two years resided in London, England. He has a
Bachelor of Science degree in Communications and a Masters degree in Organizational
Development from the University of Tepeyac, México. His recent position with a London firm
utilized his expertise in direct marketing, sales promotion, and public relations. In addition to his
duties in the Reader Services Department, Victor will assist with Latin American and Spanish
distribution and marketing, and he will do some translating. He will work with Manager of Reader
Services, James Woodward.
URANTIA Foundation welcomes Victor and Robert to their new positions at the head
office.

STAFF CHANGES
SPANISH DESK

URANTIA Foundation gratefully acknowledges and thanks the
courageous souls who traveled to Oklahoma City to testify on
behalf of URANTIA Foundation at this first-ever trial concerning The URANTIA Book. These
individuals, all of whom have been devoted to the teachings of The URANTIA Book for decades, exhibited their unwavering loyalty to the revelation. Not all of them ultimately were
needed to testify in court, but they all caused us to be proud to be associated with such individuals dedicated to the highest values of truth, beauty, and goodness as expressed in The
URANTIA Book. These people demonstrated their willingness to go the second mile of free
will, devoted service, and we owe each of them a debt of gratitude:
Mary Lou HalesForum Member and Charter Member of First Urantia Society
Katharine HarriesForum Member and Charter Member of First Urantia Society
Carolyn KendallForum Member and Charter Member of First Urantia Society
Liz Engstrom CrattyAuthor & Publisher
Rob DavisPublishing Industry
Ann GarnerFormer Fellowship General Council Member
Barbara NewsomHistorian and Charter Member of First Urantia Society
Les TibbalsFounding member of Spirit of Oklahoma URANTIA Association.
Arden SchilbForum Member and Charter Member of First Urantia Society (provided
signed declaration in lieu of testimony).
Thomas KendallURANTIA Foundation Past President and Member of First Urantia
Society (provided signed declaration in lieu of testimony).
Helen CarlsonForum Member and Member of First Urantia Society (Helen has passed
on from this world, but her deposition testimony given on behalf of URANTIA Foundation
was read to the jury).
We also wish to thank those who courageously sat on the side of URANTIA Foundation in
the courtroom gallery. They gave us the courage and energy to carry on during these difficult
times. We are also grateful for the many individuals, named and unnamed, whose prayers and
encouragement continue to sustain us.

THANK YOU!
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State

Fax

State

Postal Code

Postal Code

The Urantia Book, A Description
The Urantia Book, Selected Excerpts
Order Form
Bookstore Consignment Program
Library Placement Program
Declaration of Trust Creating
Urantia Foundation
o Urantian News

o
o
o
o
o
o

International Urantia Association
I.U.A. Application
I.U.A. Charter & Bylaws
Mailing List Card
Starting a Study Group
Policies and Programs of Urantia
Foundation
o Referrals in my area

o
o
o
o
o
o

Free Brochures and Information...(Subject to availability)

Country

City

Address

Ship to (if different from above.)

Phone

E-Mail

Country

City

Address

Name

o Phone your order to +(773) 525-3319.
o Fax your order to +(773) 525-7739.
o Mail this order form to:
URANTIA Foundation
533 W. Diversey Parkway
Chicago, Illinois 60614 U.S.A.

3 Easy Ways to Order

13
34.95
24.95
29.95
34.95

Hard cover (8 x 10)
Paperback (5- /2 x 8- /16)
Hard cover (5- /2 x 8- /16)
Giftboxed Leather (5- /2 x 8- /16)

19.95
34.95

CD-ROM Version
Concordance

24.95

Hard cover (5- /2 x 8- /16)

30.00

Soft cover

20.00

Hakemisto (Index)

(Korean)

Sub-total (carry over to next page)

Study Aids for Pt IV of The Urantia Book

Hard cover

Hard cover

Het URANTIA Boek (Dutch)

Hard cover

10.00

34.95

54.00

39.95

30.00

Soft cover
JMIDA SPAMRII (Russian)

90.00

Hard cover

URANTIA-kirja (Finnish)

65.00

Hard cover

Le Livre dURANTIA (French)

7

19.95
1

Paperback (5-1/2 x 8-7/16)

El libro de URANTIA (Spanish)

285.00

1

7

Audio Version

1
7

250.00

Deluxe Leather w/ slipcase (8" x 10")
7

150.00

Large Leather (8" x 10")

1

75.00

Regular
Price

Leather (6 x 8)

The URANTIA Book (English)

Item

8.00

29.95

34.95

34.95

20.00

24.00

54.00

24.00

39.00

24.95

19.95

29.95

19.95

245.00

34.95

29.95

24.95

34.95

200.00

120.00

45.00

Holiday
Price

Qty
Ordered

Total
Amount

(Prices are subject to change without notice. Holiday pricing good through December 31, 2001)

For speedier ordering, call +(773) 525-3319...or fax this form to +(773) 525-7739

Urantia
Foundation

Prices are subject to change without notice.

If you have any questions, please contact our Book
Department at +(773) 525-3319 or (888) 872-6842 (in the
U.S. and Canada only). You may, if you prefer, fax your
order to +(773) 525-7739 or mail it to the address
indicated.

Again this year for the holidays, we are offering most of
our merchandise at a lower sales price. Please note that
these prices are good through December 31, 2001. We
are also offering for sale a few items sold only at
conferences and during the holidays. These are available
in limited quantities for the holidays. (All prices are in
U.S. dollars only.)

ur newest editions of The URANTIA Book are
available in three English editions and two Spanish
editions. All these editions measure 8-7/16 inches by 5-1/2
inches and come in the new eye-catching cover, dust
jacket or gift-box. The URANTIA Book English paperback and small hard cover second printings are currently
on the press and should be available in November 2001.

O

The URANTIA Book and its translations are uniquely
inspiring publications that provide the reader with a
universal viewpoint that fully harmonizes religion,
philosophy, and contemporary science.

The URANTIA Book & Study Aids

URANTIA Foundation
Order Form for

URANTIA Foundation
533 West Diversey Parkway
Chicago, Illinois 60614 U.S.A.
Phone: +(773) 525-3319
Fax: +(773) 525-7739
Email: urantia@urantia.org
http://www.urantia.org
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15.00
30.00
12.50
10.00
14.95

Soft-Crown Cap (natural/black) w/trademark
Polo (white) shirt w/trademark (M - L - XL - XXL)
T-shirt (white) w/trademark (S - M - L - XL - XXL)
Canvas Bags w/trademark
Thought Gems CalendarPerpetual with quotes

Authorized Signature:

Name on Card:

Exp date:

Card #

o Check enclosed
o Visa

Payment Method:

Total Enclosed

Shipping (See box below)

o MasterCard
o American Express

Add $5.00 for each addl shipping address.

Handling (Please add to all orders.)

Illinois Residents only add Sales Tax - 8.75%

Carryover from previous page

Subtotal

8.50

16.00

Navy Vinyl (fits 8x 10)
Coffee Mug-12 oz. w/trademark

12.00

Carrying Cases - Navy Vinyl (fits 6x 8)
5.00

10.00

Guide to Pronunciation of Names & Words

Ballpoint Pen (black ink) w/trademark

7.50

7.50

Regular
Price

Artists Conception of the Master Universe

Key Word Index to the Table of Contents

Item

$2.00

14.95

10.00

12.50

30.00

15.00

8.50

5.00

14.00

10.00

8.00

6.00

6.00

Holiday
Price

Shipping Costs

Total
Amount

Total Purchase
Shipping
$ 0.00 - $ 10.00
$ 2.00
$10.01 - $ 30.00
$ 4.00
$30.01 - $ 50.00
$ 6.00
$50.01 - $100.00
$ 9.00
$100.01 - $200.00
$11.00
$200.01 & up
$17.00

Qty
Ordered

FINLAND OFFICE
CHANGES MANAGERS

In 1993, URANTIA Foundation opened a Branch
Office in Finland. Seppo Kanerva and Seppo
Niskanen have ably managed the Helsinki office
for eight years. Seppo Kanerva has also served

as the Foundations Manager of Translations and, until recently, as Manager of Foundation
Representatives.
Due to an ever-increasing workload associated with translations, the office duties have
been handed over to Kristina and Pekka Siikala. They are long-time readers of The URANTIA
Book. Kristina Siikala, whose native language is Swedish, but who speaks fluent Finnish, and
English, has a Bachelor degree in Economic Sciences. She has served as the treasurer of the
Finnish URANTIA Association for four years. Mr. Pekka Siikala has a small information technology business. We are pleased to welcome them to our worldwide network of URANTIA
Foundation Offices.
The Finnish Office serves the countries of Finland, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, and
Estonia. Their new address is: Pekka and Kristina Siikala  Luhtikyläntie 712  16300
ORIMATTILA  FINLAND  Email: urantia-saatio@urantia.fi
The Trustees and staff of URANTIA Foundation would like to extend our appreciation to
Seppo Kanerva and Seppo Niskanen for their tireless efforts and years of service at the Finnish
Office. Per capita, Finland has the most URANTIA Book readers in the world. We know the
Siikalas will keep up the excellent tradition set by the past managers.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Holiday Sales  Please note that all of our merchandise will be on sale beginning November 1.

The sale will continue through December 31, 2001. This includes our usual items as well as
those that we sell only during conferences (pens, mugs, caps, t-shirts, etc.). These make great
gift items. Also available are limited quantities of the Concentric-Circles jewelry in Sterling
silver designed by Janet Quinn Nielson. The pendants sell for $49.00 and earrings for $96.00 or
a set for $140.00. For more information on any sales items, please contact the head office. Be
sure to place your order today!
Christmas Open House  We will once again be hosting our Christmas Open House at
URANTIA Foundation headquarters. Please mark your calendars for December 9, 2001. The
open house will begin at 3:00 p.m. and continue until 7:00 p.m. All are joyously welcome!
IUA Journal Subscriptions  The IUA Journal is a subscription magazine for readers of
The URANTIA Book. Many wonderful articles on science, history, and other subjects have appeared in the Journal over the years. Recent articles include: The Importance of Worship and
Prayer; Tracings in the Sand; Revelation and Patience; Morality as a Category of Universe
Reality; and On Religion: Do the Teachings of The URANTIA Book Constitute a New Religion?
Should Believers in the Fifth Epochal Revelation Establish a New Church? There are four issues of the Journal a year, each one containing interesting, and thought provoking articles on a
variety of subjects. Each issue is available in English, Finnish, French, and Spanish. If you
would like to receive the Journal but are not a member of IUA, please contact the nearest
Foundation office. Each subscription is $20 per year, for four issues.
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READER
COMMENTS ABOUT
N E W S

®

THE URANTIA BOOK

I have bought a copy for myself immediately and I have read the book twice. For me it is
the most wonderful and precious thing I have ever possessed. This book has given me information that I could only dream to receive during my life here on earth. I speak about its contents
with my children and Im sure they are going to read the book themselves one day, when they
have finished school. Please save the books purity.  THE NETHERLANDS
And at the end of the day, when the heroes with a thousand faces remove the last of the
wreckage and carnage of war and hate, this gospel of the kingdom will rise once again from the
ruins. And the Fatherhood of God will lift Mans hearts, and the Brotherhood of Man will take
flight once more...beyond the hate, beyond the evil, beyond the darkness...beyond the veil of
time...through the heavens...a phoenix rising...against a white background of starlight...against a
white background of love.  Georgia, U.S.A.
This is an excellent book because it presents indepth (form & content) the mutual relations
between the science, philosophy, and religion on a universal scale.  Plovdiv, BULGARIA
I have been reading Le Livre dURANTIA for the past 18 years now; it has completely
changed my life, it has answered so many questions (and triggered just as many new ones). If I
skip reading it for just one day, I feel something missing in my life. The revelations in that
book sure puts everything else into perspective.  Gatineau, QC CANADA

http://www.urantia.org
Fax: +1-773-525-7739
1-800-URANTIA
or: 1-888-URANTIA
Office: +1-773-525-3319
Chicago, IL 60614 U.S.A.
533 W. Diversey Parkway
URANTIA Foundation
Fall 2001
Volume 20, Issue 2

Address Service Requested
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